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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Ever since the SARS-CoV-2 Omicron variant emerged in December 2021, all the signs indicated

that it was the mildest and least lethal variant yet. Not a single death has been attributed to it in

South Africa,  for example, where it was initially detected.

Despite that, U.S. health authorities kept issuing warnings as if Omicron were the worst threat

yet. The World Health Organization declared it a “variant of concern,” and countries around the

world responded by reinstating lockdowns and other draconian measures.

The Omicron Death That Wasn’t

Then, December 20, 2021, the death of a Houston, Texas, man was labeled an “Omicron variant-

related” death,  and Harris County Judge Lina Hidalgo announced that “The Omicron variant of

COVID-19 has arrived in full force,”  necessitating raising the county’s COVID-19 threat level to

“Level-2 Orange.”

As you can see in the video above, within hours, the U.S. press widely reported that the Zrst death

from the Omicron variant had occurred amid surging COVID cases. Senior contributor to Forbes,

Bruce Y. Lee, and MSNBC senior producer Kyle Gri_n reported the death as a “reinfection” of “an

unvaccinated man who previously had COVID-19.”

“Naturally, this case makes you wonder how much protection ‘natural immunity’ will even offer

against the Omicron variant,” Lee wrote. “Important note for the unvaccinated who believe in

‘natural immunity,’” Gri_n tweeted.

There was only one problem. The man didn’t die “from” Omicron infection. He died having tested

positive for the Omicron variant. Journalist Dan Cohen conZrmed this December 21, 2021, in a

phone conversation with Martha Marquez, who works with the Harris County Public Health

department. Marquez conZrmed that the man died WITH COVID, not from it — amazing the

difference one simple word makes.

If the man had previously recovered from COVID-19, then one wonders whether it was a false

positive. The video above, which includes Cohen’s recorded phone call, illustrates how this

singular unveriZed case was blown out of all proportion and used to refuel waning fears.

Omicron Poses Greatest Threat to the COVID-Jabbed

Authorities also wasted no time to use the fake Omicron death to scare the unvaccinated into

getting the jab. Again and again, we were told that the unvaccinated were at greatest risk for this

new variant, but this too has turned out to be 180 degrees from the truth.

Research  out of Denmark shows that compared to the Delta variant, Omicron is far more likely

to infect people who are “fully vaccinated” and boosted than those who are unvaccinated. The

study looked at 11,937 Danish households during the month of December 2021.

In all, 2,225 people were identiZed as being infected with Omicron. During a seven-day follow-up

period, they also identiZed 6,397 secondary infections. Interestingly, infection with Omicron was

more likely to result in a secondary infection than the Delta strain, and the COVID-jabbed were far

more likely to get these secondary infections. As reported by the authors:

“The SAR [secondary attack rate] was 31% and 21% in households with the Omicron and

Delta VOC [variant of concern], respectively. We found an increased transmission for

unvaccinated individuals, and a reduced transmission for booster-vaccinated individuals,

compared to fully vaccinated individuals.

Comparing households infected with the Omicron to Delta VOC, we found a 1.17 (95%-CI:

0.99-1.38) times higher SAR for unvaccinated, 2.61 times (95%-CI: 2.34-2.90) higher for

fully vaccinated and 3.66 (95%-CI: 2.65-5.05) times higher for booster-vaccinated

individuals, demonstrating strong evidence of immune evasiveness of the Omicron VOC.

Our Vndings conVrm that the rapid spread of the Omicron VOC primarily can be ascribed

to the immune evasiveness rather than an inherent increase in the basic transmissibility.”

COVID Shots Are Simply a Miserable Failure

All of this is just more evidence that the COVID shots are an abject failure, and it’s being added to

an already long list of studies  demonstrating their suboptimal e_cacy. Below is a sampling of

that evidence:

The Lancet Infectious Diseases October 2021  — Fully “vaccinated” individuals who develop

breakthrough infections have a peak viral load similar to that of unvaccinated people, and

e_ciently transmit the infection to unvaccinated and “vaccinated” alike in household settings.

The Lancet Preprint  — Fully “vaccinated” Vietnamese health care workers who contracted

breakthrough SARS-CoV-2 Delta infections had viral loads that were 251 times higher than

those found in cases infected with earlier strains. So, the shots do not appear to protect

against infection with the Delta strain.

A July 31, 2021, medRxiv preprint by Riemersma et. al.  found no difference in viral loads

between unvaccinated people and those “fully vaccinated” who developed breakthrough

infections. They also found the Delta variant was capable of “partial escape from polyclonal

and monoclonal antibodies.”

Eurosurveillance rapid communication, July 2021  — An outbreak of the Delta variant in a

hospital in Finland suggested the shots did little to prevent the spread of infection, even

among the “vaccinated,” and despite routine use of face masks and other protective

equipment.

Eurosurveillance rapid communication, September 2021  — An upsurge of Delta variant

infections in Israel, at a time when more than 55% of the population were “fully vaccinated,”

also showed the COVID shots were ineffective against this variant. The infection spread even

to those who were fully jabbed AND wore surgical masks.

The Lancet Preprint, October 2021  — This Swedish study found the PZzer injection’s

effectiveness progressively waned from 89% on Days 15 to 30, post-injection, to 42% from

Day 181 onward. As of day 211, no protection against infection was discernible. Moderna’s

shot fared slightly better, waning to 59% as of Day 181. The AstraZeneca injection offered

lower protection than PZzer and Moderna from the start, and waned faster, reaching zero by

day 121.

BioRxiv September 2021  — Six months after the second PZzer shot, antibody responses and

T cell immunity against the original virus and known variants was found to have substantially

waned, in many cases reaching undetectable levels.

Journal of Infection August 2021  — When the Delta variant was the cause of the infection,

neutralizing antibodies had decreased a_nity for the spike protein, while antibodies that

worsen infection had increased a_nity.

The Lancet Infectious Diseases November 2021  — 26% of patients admitted to hospital with

conZrmed severe or critical COVID-19 were “fully vaccinated;” 46% had a positive COVID test

but were asymptomatic, 7% had mild infection and 20% had moderate illness. So, among

those who developed symptoms of infection, the majority ended up with severe or critical

illness.

medRxiv August 2021  — People with no previous SARS-CoV-2 infection who got the PZzer

shot had a 5.96-fold increased risk for breakthrough infection and a 7.13-fold increased risk

for symptomatic disease, compared to people who had natural immunity.

Are We Starting to See Signs of ADE?

Over the course of 2020, many published studies highlighted the risk of antibody-dependent

enhancement (ADE) following the COVID shots. For example, one October 28, 2020, paper

stressed that:

“... vaccines designed empirically using the traditional approach (consisting of the

unmodiVed or minimally modiVed coronavirus viral spike to elicit neutralizing antibodies),

be they composed of protein, viral vector, DNA or RNA and irrespective of delivery

method, may worsen COVID-19 disease via antibody-dependent enhancement (ADE).”

While we’ve not seen conclusive evidence of ADE yet, there are signs that point in that direction,

including the latest Znding that the double and triple jabbed have more than double the rate of

secondary infections when infected with Omicron. Clearly, their immune systems are not working

as e_ciently as in those who are unvaccinated.

Twenty years of research have demonstrated that making a vaccine against coronaviruses is

fraught with risk.  In fact, most previous coronavirus vaccine efforts — for severe acute

respiratory syndrome coronavirus (SARS-CoV), Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus

(MERS-CoV), respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) and similar viruses — have ended up triggering

ADE.

What that means is that, rather than enhance your immunity against the infection, the vaccine

actually enhances the virus’ ability to enter and infect your cells, resulting in more severe disease

than had you not been vaccinated.

The 2014 paper,  “Antibody-Dependent SARS Coronavirus Infection Is Mediated by Antibodies

Against Spike Proteins,” concluded that monoclonal antibodies generated against SARS-CoV

spike proteins actually promoted infection, and that overall, “antibodies against SARS-CoV spike

proteins may trigger ADE effects,” thereby raising “questions regarding a potential SARS-CoV

vaccine.”

It’s Time to Stop the Madness

Masks don’t work. Lockdowns don’t work. Shutting down small businesses and schools don’t

work. Social distancing doesn’t work. The COVID shots don’t work. Yet with the emergence of

Omicron, governments are reimplementing all of the same countermeasures that haven’t worked

for the past two years.

Insanity is doing the same thing over and over again, expecting different results. Yet that’s

precisely what’s passing for “science” these days. The answer to this madness is mass-

noncompliance. We must peacefully reject these wholly unscientiZc and harmful

“countermeasures.”

“ Our youths, in particular, must be protected
from this folly. Already, data from the U.K. shows
deaths among teenagers increased 47% since they
started getting COVID-19 shots.”

It’s also high time to accept the fact that continuing the booster cycle is foolish in the extreme.

Clearly, the odds are only getting worse for those with two or more shots, not better, and there’s

absolutely no reason to believe they’ll improve their chances with four, Zve, six or more booster

shots. It’s all downhill from here.

Our youths, in particular, must be protected from this folly. Already, data  from the U.K. show

deaths among teenagers increased 47% since they started getting COVID-19 shots. COVID-19-

associated deaths also mysteriously rose among 15- to 19-year-olds after the shots were rolled

out for this age group which, again, raises the suspicion that ADE may be at play.

How Can You Lessen the Damaging Effects?

If you now believe that getting the COVID-19 jab was a mistake and wish to lessen your risk for

more severe illness down the line, here are a few basic strategies I would recommend:

1. Please be sure to measure your vitamin D level and take enough oral vitamin D (typically

about 8,000 units/day for most adults) and/or get sensible sun exposure to maintain a blood

level between 60 ng/mL and 80 ng/mL (150 to 200 nmol/L).

2. Eliminate all vegetable (seed) oils in your diet, which involves eliminating nearly all

processed foods and most meals in restaurants unless you convince the chef to only cook

with butter. Avoid sauces and salad dressings, as most are loaded with seed oils.

Also avoid conventionally raised chicken and pork as they are very high in linoleic acid, the

omega-6 fat that is far too high in nearly everyone and contributes to oxidative stress that

causes heart disease.

3. Consider taking around 500 milligrams/day of NAC, as it helps prevent blood clots and is a

precursor for your body to produce the important antioxidant glutathione.

4. Also consider taking Zbrinolytic enzymes such as lumbrokinase and serrapeptase. When

taken on an empty stomach, away from meals, they work systemically to prevent and

dissolve blood clots. The dose is typically two capsules twice a day, either an hour before or

two hours after a meal.

As most of you know, I've been forced to remove 25 years of free health information from my

website under threats of the technocratic elite.

By popular demand, I am pleased to share with you an exciting update — my entire Censored

Library has Znally returned! Through Substack, an information sharing platform, I am once again

able to share with you all the valuable research I have gathered through the years.

My daily newsletter is still free and content will be released on Mercola.com before anywhere

else. After 48 hours the articles will be transferred to my Censored Library on Substack. To view

any missed content, a private membership is available for a very minimal amount with a portion

of proceeds going toward our health partners who are helping in the Zght to protect our freedom

of speech and your right to take control of your health.
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"THE MEDIA FAKED DEATHS " - this whole planned-demic is about "faked death statistics" - the reason you have the declaration of a

pandemic is DEATH - they started with Neil Ferguson at Imperial College who had already previously FAKED the Mad Cow Disease

Zasco -  now this SNAKE funded computer statistician FAKED the computer simulation that the Snake required in order to have a

pandemic declared - Ferguson Znally resigned after being exposed as an adulterer but never reprimanded for the egregious alarmist

Faking of computer predictions {which became the basis for the Snake controlled World Health Organization {WHO} FAKE declaration of

a Planned-demic}-

Drosten in Germany pushed the PCR Test that its inventor Mullis denied could be used as a diagnostic - so then you had Ferguson's

Faked stats reinforced by Drosten''s Fake Test - then hospitals were paid incentives by Pharma to declare ANY Death as Covid thus

FAKING more Deaths - this whole scenario is FAKE not just Omicron - call a spade a spade - don't compartmentalize aspects as Fake  -

this brings doubt to the reality that everything about this SCAMDEMIC is FAKE!! - except the injuries and Deaths from the FAKED

Medical interventions
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He is big pharma payroll to intate any Zgures for proZt...
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It's not enough to Zre, retire Fauci. Long overdue as his incompetence for his stated job's purpose has been on full display for

decades. There is his whole support network within this & across other institutions. As if this isn't troubling enough, there are

multiple Fauci's & their support networks along with revolving door industry foxes slipping in and out throughout the whole in

other institutions, Ag, Processed Foods, energy, etc.

Then we have the Snake. Automatic genius, expert in & with all. World Gov't's fall all over themselves for his favor. His and other

Snakes, lot's & lot's of snakes. All bloated on diets of free lunch at the expense of Humanity & the Foundations of Life itself. It's

been said millions of times, if they are Too Big to Fail, they are too big. When their insatiable hunger can no longer feed their

phony system keeping them propped up at everyone and everything's expense, when the Zrst one goes, the rest and we follow.

The house needs cleaning in our institutions & with these monstrous Death Eaters. Oh, and we have this; Omicron already ran its

course? www.yahoo.com/news/omicron-may-headed-rapid-drop-202827761.html  So be prepared for them to tout it's the

miracle Jab/s saving us all, but, we've already made Omicron boosters so you should get them because like the yearly

'mismatched" tu shots they will - protect you. Right. Besides, fear, fear, fear, the tu & covid or combining, & if that doesn't scare

you, colds and covid are combining. Keep posted for further non-existing bugs.
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Hi, Stan. Be careful not to make too much "sense"! Having said that; I'm going to go out on a limb myself: 1. The coronaviruses

make up a family of cold viruses - it's the common cold!  2. There has never been a "cure" for the common cold.  3. This is the

cold and tu "season"...where did the cold and tu disappear to?  4. Our bodies contain MILLIONS of viruses that are essential to

our health. Do we really want to eradicate them? It's not the viruses that the oligarchs want to eradicate; it's us - people who dare

to think for themselves!
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Randy, one big yuppers. Now Fraudci is engaging in one of his favorite blends of Skunk Pee...throw out accusations his behavior

is his investigators behavior, in this case, Rand Paul is making money off this. The heat is starting to get focused on Falsey's

patents & royalties? If enough can ignore Falsey's foul smell, can we hope maybe some light on forbidding early intervention &

pushing new experimental emergency use hugely expensive med's this skunk has patents and would get royalties on.
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Media Fakes First Omicron Death Story
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ( Fact Checked

Despite all signs indicating the SARS-CoV-2 Omicron variant causes only mild illness, the World Health Organization declared it a “variant of

concern,” and countries responded with renewed mask mandates and lockdowns

)

December 20, 2021, the U.S. press went wild, reporting that the Zrst Omicron death had been reported in Houston, Texas. Some claimed the

man was killed by reinfection with Omicron even though he’d recovered from previous COVID-19 illness, suggesting natural immunity

doesn’t work against this variant

)

As it turns out, this was fake news. The county health department could not conZrm that the patient died “from” Omicron infection, only that

he had tested positive for it at some point before death. He reportedly had underlying health conditions

)

While the unvaccinated have higher transmission rates, they’re less likely than the COVID-jabbed to develop problematic infections from

Omicron, suggesting Omicron evades “vaccine”-induced immunity

)
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Well, Stan, as Reiner Fuellmich points out, they called it a "Public Health Emergency of International Concern":  PHEIC.  Right in

our faces.
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"Steve" et al, here is some of the latest of Rand Paul's Fauci interrogation:

www.foxnews.com/media/rand-paul-fauci-hearing-debate-reaction-fox-news..
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It's 2022 ! Out goes the old meme/expression; in comes the new meme/expression. OMG has been replaced by OMC.
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escalium - yes, the Snake is the piper that calls the tune

steve - the writing is on the wall - but is anybody reading it ?? - the psych's call it repetition  compulsion that describes the need

to constantly behave in a Zxed manner

randy - "viral mania" has swamped the lack of imagination of the Masses

steve - Falsey feels SUPERIOR because everyone belives his bullshit

balhawk - "of international concern" - is Schwab's One World Order - the Davos Crowd are his robotic followers leading us all to

Helll !

thank you grulla - Rand Paul seems to be a tiger with no teeth!

epi-cure - the BUZZ word industry is alive and well -  " “When I use a word,’ Humpty Dumpty said in rather a scornful tone, ‘it

means just what I choose it to mean — neither more nor less.’/’The question is,’ said Alice, ‘whether you can make words mean so

many different things.’/’The question is,’ said Humpty Dumpty, ‘which is to be master — that’s all.”  - Lewis Carroll in "Through the

Looking Glass"
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Stan. OMC !    One jab makes your heart larger, and that same jab makes our thoughts small    But regardless if we keep jabbin',

it's gonna be (wo)mankind's downfall            swisscows.com/video/watch?query=jefferson%20airplane%20white%20rabbit&..
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"thank you grulla - Rand Paul seems to be a tiger with no teeth!" Let's think positive, when one considers who and what we are up

against,  I would rather like to think it's going to take a long, hard, and thorough investigation to build a case against Fauci and his

accomplices. Patience.
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It is also now extremely clear that the claim that vaccines are "Safe and Effective" is totally bogus. Data from the VAERS system

can be dismissed as "poor quality" but no one can dismiss the fact that VAERS clearly shows many vaccine-lots to be 1000 times

more dangerous than others. This destroys an illusions of 1. "Safe"  2. Consistency from one lot to another, which means   3. We

have no useful measure of effectiveness for speciZc vaccine lots, therefore   4. We have no ability to measure, much less prove

"effective". "Safe and Effective" is busted. Any twelve year old computer hacker can download the data from VAERS and

demonstrate this with a simple data query. Any person who has basic computer skills in databases can conZrm it. The data is

public.
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It was interesting that Drosten et al said they developed their PCR test based only on a genome obtained and shared by Wuhan

scientists, claiming that no actual virus was available (probably wasn't, although apparently, allegedly, the same group had some

SARS and MERS virus years before when developing those tests). Interesting that months later Daszak was offended ( WSJ,

nature) saying that someone or some o_ce in NIH was forcing him to surreptitiously obtain and furnish a vial of the alleged virus

from Wuhan. Why couldn't they simply request a sample from the Chinese? Did they ask but China refused? Did they not trust the

Chinese? Why did they want the virus themselves, did they not trust the China genome? With all the cases allegedly then current,

why couldn't they isolate and sequence all the virus genomes they wanted to ? Did they do this but the genome differed from the

initial China genome ?  Whole thing smells.
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Everyone would do well to remember that the larger portion of Dr Fauci's paycheck is coming from the US DOD. He is running

project that DARPA Znds of interest. So you can rant and rave, but this is the Military/Industrial/Banking (and now Pharma)

complex in action. Not sure how any individual senator or congressman can combat that one, as President Ike Eisenhauer

warned of its potential dangers some 60 odd years ago, when he was about to leave o_ce...his warning was in his Znal speech

as President.
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Also, regarding Malone, Callahan and others doing study at Northwell Health ( big time Covid group) testing Pepcid and

hydroxychloroquine early 2020: feinstein.northwell.edu/news/the-latest/feinstein-institutes-responds-..    "the study is currently

paused solely because of the drastic reduction in COVID-19 patients in New York hospitals"

apnews.com/article/virus-outbreak-ap-top-news-understanding-the-outbre..   "Meantime, the trial itself is on pause due to a

shortage of hospitalized COVID-19 patients in New York, delaying it indeZnitely"
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Hi everyone,   It really is over now and let the trials begin.   www.bitchute.com/.../ETJVgySpK07g   Reiner Fuellmich’s Upcoming Court

Case Against Fauci, Gates, Tedros and Dresden. First Published:  January 11, 2022. Dr. Mike Yeadon gave evidence in his suit that

proves intent - and that was the key. This this is good news from my friend in Switzerland:

alexberenson.substack.com/p/european-drug-regulators-abruptly/comments..   The regulating medical agency here in Europe ( the

EMA) has done a 180, and does not recommend the boosters….in fact, admits they cause immune dysfunction. Alex Berenson goes a

step further and says people who got any of the boosters should be actually terriZed!  Game over, round them up, and start the trials….I

cannot wait! Canada….time to step in line with the truth tellers
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After his rants about the unvaccinated lately, I cannot wait to see our PM booed out of o_ce!!
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Retsbew, Am hoping for the best. Don't know if you heard that Bourla was in the news yesterday, saying PFIZER is planning a new

Omicron-targeted mRNA booster shots, estimated be ready by early March. (Need to put my head in a bucket of water.) Clearly

an ongoing vaccine/steamroller (greed-return in investment) gathered more steam over the past 2 years. Dr. Peter Hotez and

assoc. at Baylor has announced their new, far less costly covid vaccine for developing nations.

My head banging routine? This is an upper airways infection. From years of Znally getting control of a sinus infection, (common

with celiac and non-celiac gluten sensitivity) its implausible for any shot in the arm to reach the upper airways. Hardly anything

reaches those airways. This govt (plural) -sponsored response is a giant CON, a whack- job foisted on an unsuspecting

population by big Pharma to vaccume up massive amounts of govt dollars from around the world. And most US politicians and

those in the US judicial system (including the judges) are in line with all this, as they owe their seats in Congress or their political

careers to the largesse of Big Pharma lobbyists and their Znancial support. Any class-action case has to thread a very thin line,

Best of Luck!
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A lot of former believers are beginning to see the emperor's suit for what it is.  Once the tide turns, things can happen fast.
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BRENDA and all Canadians: I fear by the time this mess is over that democracy will have crumbled in Canada and therefore will

be NO elections to get out these horrible leaders—Federal and Provincial
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Here's more of govt dollars and massive proZts now being turned around and re-invested in more mRNA projects. Recent

announcement from Bourla at PZzer, on another DNA correcting project: PZzer partnering w/ gene-editing companies to "correct"

your DNA - www.bitchute.com/.../eHiNFler4oAH  (this one is brief, thankfully short!) See the snowball effect into other health

areas?
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Great news and the quicker the better we put this menace down!
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rose - watched the short video from the HUMANOID Bourla - this guy has managed to combine Dr Frankenstein with Count

Dracula transhumanly - quite an achievement  !!
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Stan, So glad you found that one! He's really scary, and it you place Bourla's picture next to WEF's Klaus Schwab, you'll most likely

climb out of your skin...
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There will be a lot of 'cleanup' work to do once the criminals are universally exposed and held accountable.
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when will the US fall in line and admit the truth?
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Good link, Retsbew. It seems Fuellmich is only weeks away from the long promised legal action against four of the main

conspirators and by implication all those involved in the depopulation plot including - politicians, hospital staff, doctors,

pharmaceutical companies and all those collaborating in mass murder at whatever level. The Zrst step is to secure an indictment

against  four main conspirators in a court with a judge and a jury (not clear where).  The  second step will be a pan American tour

starting in March to inform the public of the facts and gain the support of the public at large which will also be on line.  It’s not

clear whether there remains an uncorrupted court anywhere in the U.S. nor how the  broadcasts will reach mainstream

audiences, although he predicts msm will not be able to ignore it.  

At Zrst the legal action was to be based on proving the invalid use of the PCR test as a diagnostic to intate numbers of “Covid-19

cases” in order to fabricate a supposed emergency situation which in turn would legitimise the raft of nonsensical mandates

such as mask wearing, social distancing and imprisoning people in their homes and ignoring or censuring alternative effective

remedies against infection. But now that the cat is out of the bag re injection batch numbers containing lethal substances which

cannot have happened by chance, there can be no explanation other than “malice aforethought” aka attempts at mass murder.  I

look forward to all  the guilty parties receiving the most stringent punishment the law can impose and no doubt we will see rats

deserting the sinking ship before too long,
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Hi ClanHarwood, re your message to BRENDA and all Canadians:  Of course we all fear democracy crumbling in the true north

strong and free.  And I don't mean to be rude or unkind and understand how horrifying this is and you deal with it really well.  But

acknowledging anxiety often has the effect of endorsing it and it's not helpful.  We all need to strengthen and believe in each

other.  The union labour movement calls it solidarity and jokingly sometimes use that phrase when I email.  Again, based on my

own union experience; paying mandatory high dues to a union that did nothing for us.  We are alone in this situation too and we

must stand strong with our mutual rights to justice and freedom.  We must stop the fear porn because it is baseless lies.
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I fear there is worse to come: cdn.substack.com/image/fetch/f_auto,q_auto:good,t_progressive:steep/h..  Marburg, Ebola,

Smallpox - take your pick. I have now described the original virus as a Weapon of Mass Distraction and Fear, The Vaccines are

Weapons of Mass Destruction of the immune system so that any future virus will wipe huge numbers of people out. I have read

your thoughtful comments for some time and I was looking for a post to post this information. I shall post it elsewhere. Whether

it is true or not is almost immaterial - it is not over yet, at all. We on Mercola can spread this message.  Selenium by the way is

highly protective against Marburg and probably helps Ebola according to some papers I read this morning.
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Pipblanc, I always enjoy your posts and you have a lot of good suggestions.  The URL you've posted leads to a sentence about

Gates which is best dismissed.  I don't mean to be harsh, but you are falling into the fear porn trap and it delights the writers of

that muck.  The best focus is your own strength and I'm sure the many successes you've had in the past.  Don't let this rubbish

atmosphere harm you - it's as bad as the "vaccine."  We still have rights and please don't forget that.  The people who write the

rubbish no doubt fancy themselves as  Stephen King types.  I know because we had several of them in my journalism class.

 They're idiots through and through, can't spell either as that would take far too much self-discipline.  Have you ever read Jon

Rappoport?  He writes some excellent critiques that might be helpful.  Just think of the Anagram - Omicron being Moronic.  How

intellectually bankrupt do you think someone has to be to give this name to a virus?
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This is my email to Mayor Jim Watson, Ottawa, ON, Canada.  The evidence is in and the tide is now turning and I suggest it is good to

inform these leaders of why they need to stop using the false narrative.  I also included with my email the URL's re Dr. Fuellmich, the

EMO (organization in Europe that looks after medical matters), and an update on Rocco Galati, LL.B., Constitutional Expert, who was

admitted to hospital in Toronto, early this month.  

Dear Mayor Watson, I suggest that you look at the URL’s below in my message to those on my mailing list.  Mayor Watson, it is

unconscionable what has happened in Canada and I am particularly unhappy with what has happened in Ottawa regarding Covid 19.  I

am sending this email only to you so that you have some time to digest this before deciding on your position before Council. But if you

do nothing I will circulate this among the Council so that it starts acting in the best interests of the residents in Ottawa.

My personal message to you is that I hope you will start publishing the truth and stop following the fraudulent narrative.  I also strongly

suggest that you start encouraging the withdrawal of the Public Health fear porn.  The Canadian Medical Association is corrupt and will

be held accountable.  They have effectively ruined the medical system and have no respect for Tommy Douglas’ work for humanity

whatsoever.  Dr. Reiner Fuellmich brought Volkswagen (the Catalytic Converter matter) and Deutsch Bank to justice.   I am a former

Court Reporter and Clerk of the Court in southern Ontario.   FYI PM Justin Trudeau’s emails, time and date stamped, on WikiLeaks show

that he contacted Hillary Clinton and her o_ce to write an acceptance speech for him just prior to the results of the Zrst election that he

won. This is on the record.
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Ask him how Canada's o_cially a monarchy and everyone believes it to be a democracy? One is easily seen as truth and one is

very Big Lie. In Reality v Mythland, it is truth against the Big Lie.

Find a Big Lie and throw some truth at it.

Treason Zlls the air.

Have a nice treason.
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Amen!
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JenJenJ
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What gets me about this is things like, "Betty White died"  Betty White died of a stroke, (originally  a "mild stroke") NOT  a covid vaccine

reaction.  Um. Covid vaccines cause blood clots/strokes in some of the side effects. Betty White died of a blood clot. How can anyone

say, deZnitively, that she did NOT die due to a covid shot?  You can't say she did, you can't say she didn't. So, shut up and stop saying the

vaccine is always blameless. MAYBE sometimes it is blameless, but still. . . . MAYBE it killed Betty White. She was Zne before she took

it.
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And Bob Saget maybe.
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therealjones, I saw somewhere that Bob Saget posted on his Facebook page, a few days before he died, that he'd gotten his

booster. It appears he was very pro 'vaccine'.
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Debby - and also PRO DEATH
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Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When people are elderly and die of a stroke, it is very di_cult to convince the average person it may have been due to the

experimental injection.    However, when young healthy people die after the injections, it is harder for the average person to evade

the fact that the injections are killing people.
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He was a very vulgar man
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jamNjim
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes to everything Dr. Mercola said today! In fact, this is a nice summary of the 3 hour interview of Dr. Malone that Dr. Mercola provided

us Monday. That interview was very informative! Dr. Malone touched on a very important aspect of these mRNA vaccines. With each

jab/booster they become less effective. The research I did back in March 2020 on mRNA Gene Therapy made it very clear that each

injection is less effective. Of course, gene therapy isn't a vaccine, but the core technology is the same. Rather than programing your

cells to correct a genetic defect they are being programmed to produce a toxic spike protein. The spike protein being MUCH WORSE!!

All of the Gene Therapy websites I researched had a disclosure statement listing all the warnings/complications.

They INFORMED you that there may be adverse reactions and/or the therapy may not work at all. They go on to tell you there's a 99%

plus chance you will need follow-up treatments (booster shots). With each followup treatment the effectiveness gets reduced. With

each followup treatment, the side effects worsen. Eventually there's no beneZt in the treatments and the treatments themselves

become worse than the disease. This is exactly what we are seeing with Omicron and the triple jabbed! Now they want everyone to get

a 4th jab. Don't worry, Fauci has an updated jab coming down the pipeline that will be optimized for Omnicron in March 2022.
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Of that I am sure!  Just how many more jabs before people wise up is the question
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I recall 2 famous sayings that's the epitome of this: 1) If once you don't succeed, try try again! 2) Insanity is doing the same thing

over and over again and expecting different results. It's a never ending rerund of the movie "Groundhog Day"
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Joined On 10/25/2016 8:39:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So they fake the Scamdemic, create false positive tests, use fear-porn to force untested toxic chemicals into our bodies, make up

"variants" that are non-existent, put all humans, especially children at risk, bring an end to people's lives - including suicide which is on

the rise, ruin people's livelihoods, create unemployment and homeless, divide the country, "vaccine cards" (Heil Hit-ler) so you can leave

your house, mandate masking, no touching, 6 ft. of distance, internment camps (which I am hearing is being created)..... My God, I must

have left something out!  Looking back, no one could see this coming or stop it.  Except those of us who have always stood against

tyranny and government over-reach.  This has been planned for YEARS.  Stay the course, People.  Don't give up!
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There are people looking for this on depopulation by injection and Kill Gates.   Sovereign Independent  article of June 2011        

"Depopulation Through forced Vaccination: The Zero Carbon Solution"  The only link I can give is to Clif High's Telegram account:

https://t.me/sciZworld0/576  The Hangable Treason is cooking and I hope I am here to see it done.  At least the overseer

government cannot use their protection racket like they used to.
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Since Hitler was defeated it has been in planning, Znding what he did wrong and what they need to do to perfect the plan.  Just

as the German people were deceived in the beginning, we have been until it was too late to stop it.
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From my own experience with this new virus called omicron an elder in my family had a cough on Christmas Eve. A family member who

is a nurse gave them a home covid test after 15 minutes it read negative. On Christmas morning after relooking at the test in showed

positive. So she took elder to a place to get a different test it came up positive. About 4 to Zve days later 6 family members were sick

with the virus. The elder who is healthy and taking all of the supplements to combat this virus really started going down hill. I who

believe had the original virus and tested pos for the antibodies who was around this elder did not contact the virus. Having just lost my

brother in law to hospital neglect who had the delta virus decided to take elder to get monoclonal antibody s to keep them out of the

hospital. I was in a covid infested place never got the virus.  But I can say this virus is nasty after rest of family still having symptoms

after 2 weeks . P..S. None were vaccinated
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Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm so sorry you lost your brother in law.  May I ask, was he unable to breathe?  Is that what brought him to the hospital?  I didn't

know hospitals were so well compensated to attach people to ventilators - too bad they don't use the nebulizers.   My daughter

was infected by the doctor at where she was staying who had just been boostered and tu shotted.  My daughter tested negative

along with her friend and her friend's mom.  He tested positive 1/1.   My daughter told us to bring her car, she didn't feel safe to

be in contact with us (this was 1/4, we were picking her up from the airport).   1/5 she was fevered and very ill.  1/6 late, fever

broke, headache horrid - same with 1/7 - and then 1/8 she was back to normal and didn't need me to come over.   Omicron.  For

her, even though a young adult, she is vaccine injured and has no immune system. The two unvax'd back in the house with the

doc never caught it.  It's like the wild west out there.
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It is nasty. I'm on day 8. I had the same experience with an Abbott test (appeared negative, next day I saw it was positive). It goes

round and round, fever breaks almost to normal, then buffers back up; body aches gone! then back with a vengeance; food tastes

awful, lost Zve pounds, throat is better, than worse. Can't wait for it to be over. I am also sorry you've been through so much. I'm

so angry at what they have done to us.
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It is nasty, but can be survived without three, four, Zve jabs.  In fact, i think I will survive much better than those vaccinated.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I had THE most depressing meeting this morning.  Esteemed colleagues to this doctor - she is female, the doctors she met with were

male and very high up there.  Their whole building is injected - they are very proud of it.  They bullied her three times before the end to

get the jab.  And not just, "Hey get the jab," or "you oughta get the jab..." it was all science science science says - each of the attempts

were minutes long in lectures - and, coincidentally, they used same words I was fed just yesterday.  I'M ASSUMING THE NEW TAGLINE

YOU'LL BE HEARING IS "THE SCIENCE SAYS..."  Just an FYI for folks who are out there and try to say anything opposite the narrative.

 The science says...

So - back to her and the most depressing conversation.  Her son works in pharma and also has access to the portals - but his

professors HIS PROFESSORS are pushing the narrative at great lengths...  She had covid pneumonia.  There is not a reason on this

planet for her to get jabbed.  I told her studies show that she is safer after having had covid, AND at a higher risk of being injured from

the shot.  Can she tell her son this?  She said NO - because the science says different (the narrative says different.) Can we interject

NARRATIVE wherever we see the word SCIENCE?  Please?

This is the Zrst time I've actually been frightened.  Between the opening of 'camps' - and then earlier this week I received a probing call

from the health department who happened to mention the CDC - and unfortunately for him, I had to tell him that I don't subscribe to

what the CDC says, so this call would have to end now... but I got a call, none-the-less, and it did rattle me. I can't do this narrative. It has

never sat right with me.  Everyone I know who had covid is Zne. Everyone I know who died in my world since covid - has not died from

covid.   Are we going to name every corona snize something pandemicky?   HOW DO WE STOP THE INSANITY?  Aside from moving the

hell out of the newly communistic USofA?
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Where can we go? Good choices seem to be decreasing daily. In our country Florida looks good, especially with no sales tax or

state income tax and a rational & competent governor.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Ya, we have a couple few places in the US that look good, but how long until people really do revolt?  And then what?  Civil war?

 Is that what their goal is with a president who tells Modi - we don't want vaccine hesitancy, so don't reveal what tatlined covid?

 SOB... I'm so sick to my stomach that leadership in our country could be so evil - but then again, isn't that what politics always

is?  And politics swirls with the FDA and the NIH... revolving doors - it's sick.  And here we are, bending over and taking it.  I just

don't know anymore.
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That works....but "Simon" works well too...such as 'Simon says put on your mask'.
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Joined On 7/30/2020 1:09:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lovestosing6, Yep ...... I think by now all of us here pretty much knows to forget "follow the science" (narrative) and simply follow

the MONEY.
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Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Loves2sing6, This denial of natural immunity is the biggest idiotic positioning of all, as covid-recovered ARE getting injured by

the shots. Dr. Peter McCullough keeps talking about this, but its not easy to Znd a written piece on it, gotta watch his

presentations. And I have no idea if this holds up for Omicron, but then again, turns out the CDC has been lying to the US public

on its prevalence. Who the heck knows anything anymore?
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When people tell me the 'science' says, I say I listen to real science not fauci science pushed by pharma.
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FB keeps sending message they want you to take covid survey even if have never had it.  I answered, Go to Hell.  I am one

considered "at risk" being 81, have diabetes which i am on road to getting rid of, and heart surgery to replace aortic valve

because it got old.  Had TAVR, got home 4th day, no restrictions. I still drive my Astro van, renewed my drivers license last year

for 3 years. That was 2 years ago, still live alone with 3 cats, have neighbors willing to pitch in for chores I cannot do.  I live in the

woods surrounded by wolves,coyote ablack bear and a cougar but have more fear of Mankind than wildlife.  I have not even had a

cold, just sinus caused by soy bean harvest dust stirred up.
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Thank you Sio!  Exactly.  The science is there, all you have to do is look for it!  And probably on censored sites!   Fritzrh - haha,

Simon says - perfect! rrealrose - I know - and I was trying to explain the 20% who are being injured getting shot after having

covid.  You're right, I'll Znd it! (Dr. McCullough's talk on it) Lfodd - ALWAYS follow the money! Dordee - you are beyond precious!

 Still waiting for some pictures if you get a chance to snap them!
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Dr. Fauci performed one of the greatest acts of verbal jiu-jitsu on Rand Paul before congress yesterday....He answered no questions but

attacked Paul citing threats on his life... and the networks ate it up!
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muttbakercom
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Fauci is too proud (Zlled with HUBRIS) to ever be questioned!   or admit that his former advice was wrong.
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Forbidden, in Kennedy’s book it shows that Fauci had the same pompous attitude throughout the (unsuccessful) AIDS crisis. If

they asked him to provide data that might incriminate or prove him wrong, he simply ignored the requests.
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Forbidden Healing, Gotta link? I had been following Rand Paul and his questioning, must have missed this one. Thanks if you can

Znd it again.
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sio6474
Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Attack is the best form of defense, he has been practicing for decades, and has mastered the craft.   It is hard to pin down a

gas-lighter, but with laser like focus and persistence it can be done.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Pompous A$$ ... that man is responsible for taking lives and they are LETTING him do it!  I say - get anyone with a contict of

interest OFF THE PLANDEMIC!   - okay, I'm vented now. :)
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Isn't it amazing that those who were willingly vaccinated and have full conZdence in the effectiveness of said "vaccine" are still wearing

masks and social distancing, and are afraid of catching the virus from the unvaccinated?
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Those people, who will most probably live the rest of their pathetic lives in fear,  no longer have the ability to think! That irrational

fear is what will bring full blown tyranny upon us all!
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ohhhhhhhhh do not even get me started!!!! Two people in two days - caught covid from a newly boostered person (heard two

stories from two people in two days) and I'm still sitting here shaking my head.  When I brought it up to a provaxist, he said, "if

everyone was vax'd, then those two people wouldn't have gotten it."  Let's vax the world every 5 months, I'm sure it will all work

out. Can't they see the impossibility of that?  Good God!
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Kimmetzger71
Joined On 8/28/2014 10:14:53 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Question: since the jabs are no longer effective after 3-6 months, does their danger also diminish? Or once you have the jab, are you

forever in jeopardy? My daughter can't get into Canada to be with her Zancé without the jab....so after 2 years, she has her Moderna

shots scheduled. I am a wreck. (Son got his PZzer jabs last year, just two, severe reaction so no booster, and husband got J&J, also

severe reaction so no booster.) I am scared for my daughter. She is 24
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DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think it was Dr. Malone who said that the depression of your immune system from the 'vaccine' is better after 15 months. I don't

know how he got that number since it's not been that long for anyone except the people in the trials. But you still have the fear of

immediate reaction, like with your son and husband. There's also the 5% chance she'll get one of the "bad" lots and will die.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

DebbieW, I told my 23 yo daughter that too - that it's like Russian Roulette even though it's "only" a 20% chance she'll get a bad

one. Kimm - Judy Mikovits did talk about Suramine.  I heard Novavax does not have the mRNA strand - but who knows anything?

 All I'm hearing about are all the shots coming down the pipeline - probably because it's not sustainable to get shot up every 5

months (or every month or every 2 weeks jeesh) ... so if enough companies open, then they can do the planet every 5 months.

 That's just a Merry-Go-Round I wouldn't want to get on :(
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fromseatoshiningsea
Joined On 3/7/2021 2:40:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Kimmetzger - If there is any way you can talk your daughter out of getting one of these injections, please do so.  She is literally

rolling the dice with her health & her life.  Not only do we not know what is in these injections, we have no knowledge of what

they may do to us   soon thereafter, as well as later on.  In the event that she does suffer an injury, she will have no recourse for

any kind of compensation.  Honestly, would anyone purchase a new car with these kinds of conditions, deZcits, deZciencies, or

lack of transparency?
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sio6474
Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Without health though, what good is it to be in Canada.  How will the injection affect her fertility, or a host of other health

outcomes?  She needs to do thorough research so she is armed with knowledge.  It is the long term affects that people need to

be aware of, we don't know exactly what they are, but we know there is potential for injury in terms of autoimmune disease,

cancers, heart issues, etc....The antibodies wane after a few months, but the toxic spike proteins can circulate much longer, and

so too the possibility of long term damage.  Not worth it.
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broski
Joined On 5/13/2014 5:56:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just sneak across the border.
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Maybe he should visit her instead
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Anawah
Joined On 11/30/2011 3:17:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Can I suggest you and your daughter look into www.covidcon21.com for a immune priming and post vax protocol from Doctors

working with vax injured people.  I am also currently following along with Jonathan Otto's Vaccine Secrets Reloaded series that is

airing now free to view. The protocol was discussed in todays airing, which is Day 3, but freely available on the website. Fear

feeds the beast, no need to bring past in to create a fearful future.  Focus on light and what you can do to support the body heal.

 All is not lost.
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A 47% increase in the death rate of young people since the jabs have begun, and this is just the tip of the iceberg.  Thinking of Leonard

Cohen's line from 30 years ago: "I have seen the future, brother, it is murder."  Nuremberg 2.0 (or Bastille Day 2.0, if that doesn't work)

can't happen soon enough.
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moineau
Joined On 4/23/2011 6:20:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Cohen's "The Future" is upon us. It's one sick puppy.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Someone(s) reading today may want this link to catch-up: Vaccine Secrets series has re-opened online, a free 9-part series covering

covid soup to nuts: injuries and deaths, what's with these new mRNA shots, suppression of early treatments and more. New updates

from Dr. Peter McCullough, Dr. Ealy, I missed Dr Judy Micovits. Here's a link, you will need to sign in: https://vsecretsseries.com/  - today

is day 2 so there's much more ahead! Approx 2-hrs per segment, not including the bonus episodes.
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matahawa
Joined On 8/28/2016 3:59:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Death looked so happy skipping along until someone blurted out it may not be as bad. Poor, Death. Rochelle Walensky... shameful. It

seems the word "doctor" is not extinct, but severely endangered. This whole pandemic has really revealed how sociopathic people in

front of the camera are (the tip of the ice berg for sure).
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CourageousLion
Joined On 10/11/2010 9:06:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If we are contaminated by TOXINS our body reacts with EXOSOMES. I suspect that the exosomes for the speciZc toxin are going to be

somewhat different due to the make up of the toxin. So all of these people have been jabbed with a TOXIC substance that is being

called a "vaccine". It's no more of a vaccine then a blow dart being shot into you neck by an aborigine from some place where you most

likely have no business. The reaction to the TOXIC jab is being called MORONIC errrrrr....OMICRON!  That's it folks. IF THE GERM

THEORY WERE TRUE, NO ONE WOULD BE ALIVE TO BELIEVE IT...including the author of this article. I'm no 'doctor' which means my

thinking hasn't been damaged by the "schooling".

I just do research and come to my own conclusions based on what makes the most common sense. Because you see...OUR CREATOR

gave us REASON, LOGIC and COMMON SENSE, but unfortunately most folks Znd it easier to go through life

BAAAAAAAHHHHHIIIIIINNNNG like the little sheep they are. Jab yourself with a poison, expect the results to be a TOXIC expulsion

episode that could maim, disable or KILL YOU. Smother yourself with a mask that gets full of bacteria and fungus and expect

RESPIRATORY ISSUES.  ConZne yourself to your dwelling and especially if you're single, and expect MENTAL ISSUES. Get the jab that

can get by the blood brain barrier and expect MENTAL ISSUES. It's not rocket science. It's COMMON SENSE.  Backed with REASON and

LOGIC.
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chiamiller
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Exactly!... Viruses are the result or illness NOT the cause.  My question is, so whatever COVID was...what matters now is what the

clot shot  IS. I wonder, since the spikes are synthetic, if they can be contagious whereas exesomes of course are not as they are

inert. So many of the unjabbed are suffering from strange symptoms and I just wonder what part of the jab is being transmitted

or could it be the 5G is playing a huge roll as well. All questions that are di_cult to answer but inquiring minds like all of ours

need to seek and Znd the truth. The contagion myth is just that but have the evil lab hands created a monster that CAN be

passed?...
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brodiebrock12
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None of this ends until those "we know" who are orchestrating all of this to REAL account. It's  just insanity to think it would if the same

perps are in place. The simple fact gain of function research is still ongoing says it all. When will the redundant huff and puff theatre

with Paul and the lil fraud narcissist Fauci end? WE ALL KNOW what he is and yet we the people are still paying his salary and will more

than likely fund his locative pension plan. I mean WTF!
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aubreyjoannembarqmail.co
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Insane isn't it!
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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The difference between a conspiracy theory and realit is one year.  Your series of 12 shots the Zrst year is not recommended by the

CDC--yet. www.mirror.co.uk/news/world-news/serial-vaxxer-84-12-covid-25913063   One thing we do know.  The jab does not cure

stupidity.
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epi-cure
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Dr. Lee Merritt during a recent discussion with Reiner, I'm paraphrasing here, stated that statistically speaking one is better off

believing in so-called conspiracy theories because the majority of them eventually proved to be accurate.
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Here in NYC they are pushing boosters, masks and Mandates to restrict the unvaccinted. I found out about ivermectin and started

taking it prophylactically last March. Presently taking higher dose since I believe I may have omicron. I'm over 65 and do not have any of

the comorbitities. It's reducing symptoms which are relatively mild. Can't wait for life to be back to normal. May require that I relocate. I

live in a pocket of city that is more conservative but the unconstitutional agenda governing us is strong. Hope the lawsuits succeed to

undo everything.
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If the symptom set I read about and experienced is true, PFFFT. I had what I would call an "extreme" night sweat the day after

Christmas; I mean, I woke up in the middle of the night sopping wet, even my legs and feet. A "get up and change clothes" type of wet,

along with a "what was THAT?" The next day, I had a barely detectable sore throat that lasted at most a few hours. And I had what I

thought were allergies for several days....runny nose, sneezing, itchy eyes. I eventually took antihistamines for that, and the whole thing

was gone in less than a week. I only read about Omicron symptoms *after* all this occurred...

I never felt sick, and it didn't even occur to me that I had a bug. The night sweat was weird, but the rest of it? We had a lot of wind, lots

of dust in the air, and here in the desert that usually means a lot of mold spores blowing around. So....I basically ignored the whole

thing. What is most amusing is I have a good store of that "I drug" on hand and it never occurred to me to use it. I am 72, am not

diabetic although I do have something like mild CFS/ME (FQAD,) and I have been careful to follow all the recommendations for keeping

various nutrient levels at optimum. Once again, PFFFT.
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I haven't had so much as a runny nose, from the beginning of this insanity. I'm also over 70. According to the talking heads, our

age group is especially "at risk" and if we don't take the nanobot shot; to "protect" us, we will surely die! People really should start

calling this mRNA "nanotechnology" nanobot shots; because, that's exactly what they are. For those who missed it; from the top

scientist at Moderna...and I quote: "We are hacking the software of life"! What could be clearer than that?
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hgarner2000
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The Danish study is confusing. It basically claims that unvaccinated (which includes single vaxxed) are more likely to spread the

disease than double-vaxxed and even more likely to spread the disease than double-vaxxed-with-booster. But among secondary

infections, unvaccinated are least likely to spread omicron, double vaxxed more likely and boosted most likely. So in summary, if you're

double-vaxxed and boosted, you're better protected, but breakthroughs will more likely be omicron, hence, omicron has a better ability

to get around immunity.  It would seem that there are many overlooked variables, and, personally, I would question the usefulness of

this study.
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I don't believe that study, I think it's B.S. There are some powerful people behind most of these studies. Just like the vaccines are

supposed to be life savers, not true. Thousands of people have died and been maim by these jabs. Those that don't die right

away or three or four years later  will suffer all kinds of health problems including dementia, cancer and etc. later in life. It's very

very sad that this atrocity has been done to our people and especially out military! GOD Bless
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Below, is an article with special relevance to "Americans". The lying and conniving bought and paid for media, will stop at nothing, in

order to perpetuate the covid fraud! This is just one more Hit Piece, among many!

theprovince.com/news/world/sen-rand-paul-kindles-the-crazies-that-thre..
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dude01
Joined On 8/10/2007 1:20:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randy, in the video Fauci takes a cheap shot at Rand Paul by saying that Paul is milking the people of political donations ($5, 10,

20,etc) in an effort to get Fauci Zred. No mention of all the billions Fauci has received in the form of grants that originally came

from the US tax dollars. Fauci has made billions for himself and his cronies from the grants he received for his lack of success in

dealing with AIDS, and now covid.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks, Dude. I didn't even need to watch the video (didn't 'want' to watch the video). I know their tactics all too well! All the

minions involved in this covid psyops, are evil to the core! Here is a video from Canada that will never see the light of day in the

mainstream media! www.youtube.com/watch
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RickShafer
Joined On 10/27/2021 3:43:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fauci is a criminal .
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ske5142
Joined On 7/30/2021 12:25:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks so much for the information, Dr. Mercola and for having a site you can keep us informed. I wish people would just listen so they

can make up their own minds with knowledge.
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inka12406
Joined On 9/25/2007 9:21:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is a very di_cult situation.  Increase transmission but decreased complications.   We know how the powers at be feel.  But is it

right?  Not for us all.  And this is what makes it so di_cult and so wrong to mandate we all get vaccinated.  Reference number 30 is so

important to understand - it may very well be the case with SARs COV2. But will the powers at be admit it?  Not in our lifetimes.  Also -

Where is reference number 10?  That is an important one to identify.
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quakes4
Joined On 3/1/2016 5:38:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Jeepers, I can’t understand how the media credibility has basically disappeared over the past 5 years!
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19j2362
Joined On 9/23/2018 7:24:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What good news this is ,  Dr Mercola! Check out this link bpa-pathology.com/covid19-pcr-tests-are-scientiZcally-meaningless/
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fauci Was Told Privately by Key Scientists That COVID-19 Natural Origin Was ‘Highly Unlikely,’ Newly Unredacted Emails ConZrm

www.theepochtimes.com/fauci-was-told-privately-by-key-scientists-that-..
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Stephjask
Joined On 10/23/2015 8:00:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The statement in the article "COVID Shots Are Simply a Miserable Failure" is true if you are talking about them doing any good at all

healthwise. For Fauci, Gates, Big Pharma etc. however it is a mega cash bonanza which they hope they can milk forever more, and it

has achieved great success in the eugenisist Gates' program to reduce the world population. Oh yes, the reason they were developed; to

maim and kill billions, is working perfectly to plan.  By making some batches much more deadly than others, (See the work of Craig

Paardekooper et al) it does not wipe out too many human lives at once and makes a very effective bio-weapon. Capital punishment is in

order for the perpetrators and their facilitators, the politicians and the mass media, when they are brought to justice for their

horrendous crimes against humanity. For humanity's sake, I hope that justice comes soon.
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LazarusLong
Joined On 1/18/2008 11:45:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Leftist operatives are automatons with one button to push; Vaccinate. Omicron will be no more a "variant of concern" that the other

3 well known cold-symptom producing Corona viruses. But not until Fauci and the Democrats wring as much mileage out of it as

possible as they act as point men for Pharma.
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dude01
Joined On 8/10/2007 1:20:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’m sure that most of us are overwhelmed with videos and articles coming at us from all directions. One of the most interesting ones

that I recall was regarding attorney, David Martin. He spoke of tissue banks that preserved human tissue after death. Martin implied

that if they examined tissue (presumably lung and respiratory) from a person who died prior to the pandemic, they could end this BS

tomorrow by showing that these so called deadly viruses have been with us prior to the so called introduction that took place in late

2019 - early 2020. To me that sounded quite logical. Is anyone else familiar with Martin’s idea, or a similar idea?
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Before I even read the article; I have a few excerpts from the bought and paid for media that actually tells us what the agenda is all

about (at least to those who are able to understand). This is just a small sampling of the BS articles.  "If everyone will inevitably be

exposed, what then? Will it “normalize” COVID? The more people who experience COVID, and the more who fare relatively well because

of vaccination, the more people will become resigned to simply living with the virus and increasingly weary of — and increasingly vocal

about expressing their displeasure with — social restrictions, some observers say. One eminent group of scientists is already calling for

the focus to shift to “the ‘new normal’ of life with COVID,” a life that doesn’t include eradication or a “zero COVID” strategy, but one that

sees COVID monitored along with the tu and other respiratory viruses, and a “peak week threshold” for hospitalizations and deaths

established that, if crossed, would trigger the emergency use of measures to slow the spread."

Omicron is unlikely to be the last variant of concern and current vaccines may need updating, a World Health Organization technical

advisory group said Tuesday . Although today’s vaccines aren’t stopping all transmission — they don’t provide sterilizing immunity

against SARS-CoV-2 — and are less protective against infection with Omicron, they are helping protect people from having “really bad

consequences if they do get infected,” Goel said." This is their agenda in a nutshell! I've said from the beginning; two things: They would

continue this psyops for as long as they can get away with it; and - the coronavirus is nothing more than the common cold; and there

has never been a "cure" for the common cold! Both "Fact Checked" by me! Also; attempting to "eradicate" viruses, is as idiotic and

insane as it gets!  If you are living in fear of a cold virus...you need to STOP; right now!
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dre9542
Joined On 7/11/2020 11:14:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I woke up with a headache and body ache last night. Today I took shots of ginger and lemon and I am now back to normal. It took less

than 24hrs for me to feel good again.
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dre9542
Joined On 7/11/2020 11:14:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Dr. Mercola for all you do.
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dre9542
Joined On 7/11/2020 11:14:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Th BS and the lies are so obvious to the point that they are underestimating our inteligente.
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bri123
Joined On 9/30/2012 12:06:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yet many believe and follow what they hear. Unbelievably sickening.
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leslespower.com.au
Joined On 9/28/2021 7:50:40 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I can only Thank You sincerely Dr Mercola, from a very appreciative audience here in Downunder (Australia). We rely so heavily on your

advice, and I conZdently speak with your stats and advice. Always received well, my Thanks once again. ps: I have tried to make contact

several times, but not so far, but would love to be able to have short but intelligent conversations with you in the best interests of my

"Aussie" followers. God Bless.
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aubreyjoannembarqmail.co
Joined On 5/16/2021 1:09:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The vaccines are not a failure they are doing what they were designed to do. Kill and maim, nothing in them that helps humanity! The

Georgia Guide Stone is self explanatory. It's unreal that this atrocity cannot be stopped! GOD Help Us!
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bri123
Joined On 9/30/2012 12:06:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well there are many stupid hateful brainwashed people. This insanity won't stop as long as these fools continue to follow the evil

leaders pushing their poison. I know it's awful to say but maybe when more side effects and deaths result from this shot, maybe

just maybe more people will start to wake up and say no to this abuse
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Keythong
Joined On 3/2/2021 12:07:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's time that this plandemic hoax was terminated, the propaganda is so repetitive, boring, and increasingly ridiculous, and the criminal

actions like lockdowns, fake tests for fake things, and toxic jabs have been so horriZc, for so long, that I've become, like shell-shock,

numb to it, but still realise that it is criminal horror. This is plainly WW3, but many people don't realise this, because government o_cials

and compliant medical staff are the o_cers and foot soldiers murdering people, mostly not the o_cial military. All those who managed

this war, and their jabbers and deadly hospital protocol following staff, should be rounded up, fairly judged, and all the guilty punished,

including capital punishment for war crimes!
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh my gosh - They forgot the omicron zombieland clips (Remeber the rules), the omicron martians BLEW UP congress (Mars Attacks)

 and that time that the omicron space aliens blew up the white house!!!! hahahahahaha   DIRTY liars and if you look at the (ugh) Ewetube

comments it shows people  are calling ..... bull hockey.    In the mean time the Washington state fuhrer isn't going to get his

concentration camps - yet. I'm getting OUT of here as soon as the  weather breaks - unless they do something really  stupid, then I'll just

get out.
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exxelbeyond
Joined On 1/3/2015 7:37:40 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I take Vitamin D daily along with other vitamins.   I have two grandkids and I don't believe they take any vitamins.   They are 3 and 16

months and both had Covid right before Christmas along with their mother. All three had mild cases.  My question:  Should kids be

taking Vitamin D along with the adults?  They must be vitamin deZcient? Yes? No? Thanks, Evelyn
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, children need nutrients, dosed in consideration of their weights, and based on blood test results.  I had too little sunlight

when a small child so now I have "knock knees."  In other words, I had rickets, D3 deZciency.  The only way to know for sure is a

D3 blood test.  All nutrients must be balanced for optimum health, always.
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muttbakercom
Joined On 7/31/2008 8:35:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Remember, all you anti-Fauci guys = he's just parroting the "science" as it develops.   He is just 1 of the pin-headed over-conZdent

intellectuals in our medical system.   My brain can interpolate among the fake news and Dr.s Mercola and Malone.   But surprisingly to

myself, I am very concerned about all the animals being abused and treated inhumanely within our pharma development companies.  

Fauci won't even address it.   I believe he probably views "the great unwashed" with about the same disdain as he views test animals.  

 :-(
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What about the pets whose owners die or become too ill to take care of the pets?  A lot of livestock and zoo animals and

aquarium creatures could also be in trouble.
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fauci hasn't gotten covid or any of the variants... right?  I'm betting, as he engineered the virus, that he is blood type O+ (or O-) which is

the blood type that cannot get this.
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muttbakercom
Joined On 7/31/2008 8:35:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I believe in the bloodtype effect on our enzymes and digestion;  no doctors will patronize me on that BTW.   But my hubs is type

O+ and got the original COVID back in DEC of 2020.   I have A+ and contracted it a few days later.   We both had easy cases,

because we're physically Zt;  not weight-lifter Zt, but we walk and play golf and get fresh outside air.   And eat fairly well.   We

were sick for less than a week, with no medical intervention (there was none at that time).   I DO wonder how Fauci has avoided

getting COVID. . . there is a lot that "they" don't tell us, for SURE.   I bet he takes ivermectin or something similarly basic.
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NRiehl
Joined On 1/16/2013 7:44:37 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What, again, is the test for the Omicron variant?
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Anawah
Joined On 11/30/2011 3:17:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

listening to Jonathan Otto's Vaccine Secrets Reloaded series currently on now, PCR or RAT cannot distinguish variants.  Only

genomic testing will identify the alleged variant.  I am Znding this series informative and covers Omicron.
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Perhaps a bit off color for this site and if so the censors will earn their keep. There are a frightful number of ostriches out there dressed

as men. Someone needs to start an antimarketing campaign, a rumor that says the jab will decrease penis size. Then stand back and

see how quickly this fraud will come to a screeching halt.
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Actually, I read that already, it's true, but censored.
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM
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Lol, good one!!
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andygoldusa
Joined On 12/27/2021 7:57:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As to taking Zbrinolytic enzymes.... Shouldn't nattokinase also be included along with serrapeptase, and lumbrokinase?
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michellemmd
Joined On 12/9/2018 8:18:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

To lovestosing 6.  My brother in law spent over 30 days in hospital  His doctor told him to go to hospital his blood oxygen was 81. He did

take ivermectin for three days but was having some issues side effects that he stopped taking it.  He was feeling better and expected to

come home.  He lost 45 lbs no nutrition in hospital they made many mistakes with his care.   He then had blood clot on lung along with

fungal infection in lung was put on a vent for a week and then died 2 and half hours before the new year
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aubreyjoannembarqmail.co
Joined On 5/16/2021 1:09:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm so sorry your brother in law died, the hospitals are paid lots of money off of death certiZcate's that say Covid death on them.

The doctors also make money off it. This has got to be stopped. Simple cheap drugs could have stopped this at the very

beginning. But this was not the plan. My whole unvaccinated family had Covid, we took the horse paste that had ivermectin in it,

red and white box, and all survived. Now we are immune but they will still try to force vaccinate. Don't take the jabs, poison! GOD

Bless
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poplegendpop
Joined On 2/13/2012 3:18:26 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I too was dismayed to hear Trump endorse vaccination. But, I have not forgotten that he initiated "operation Warp  speed". Trump, as

well as Biden, both have taken donations from "dark money". Biden for his inauguration and Trump for his campaign. They both are

obligated to return the favor. Trump, I'm sure was "encouraged" to come out in favor and endorse vaccines. "Dark money" and Koch hate

Trump. By getting him to endorse vaccines he now alienates a lot of people who have or would vote for him. Not voting for Trump now

plays into their strategy to get rid of him by alienating his base. Trump did what he was required to do. A vote for Trump is a vote

against the socialist/communist democrats.  BTW "Dark Money" and Koch love Pence. Don't know how they feel about DeSantis. If

"Dark Money and Koch hate Trump, then he gets my vote. Don't play into their hands.
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

DeSantis might be the governor who pharma hates most, a badge of honor.          

brownstone.org/articles/introducing-dr-joseph-ladapo-surgeon-general-o.. .             Dr. Ladapo has already been cancelled in

Wikipedia where he previously appeared.  Dr. Scott Jensen is campaigning for the Republican nomination for Governor of

Minnesota.  I've donated to his campaign, and I'm on his email list.  Please look him up online.
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paleola
Joined On 1/20/2014 9:56:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is there list of vegetable (seed oils) somewhere? Is high quality avocado oil ok?
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Read Dr. Mercola's articles.  Avocado oil is not good.  Dr. Mercola is writing a book together with Dr. Chris Knobbe, and they're

discussing vegetable oils.  Dr. Knobbe already has much info online.  Just do a search.  I've bought and read some of his work in

book form.
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JERSEYTONY
Joined On 11/14/2021 1:59:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Every time someone mentions the MRNA JAb; it reminds me of the Classic Twilight Zone Episode.. www.youtube.com/watch
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nice clip, I also Znd this one appropo.
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I love Twilight Zone. That’s a good show
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pjmauigirl
Joined On 4/14/2021 12:00:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In eleven days there will be a big march on Washington to defeat mandates.  Please spread the word.  Speakers include Robert Malone,

Peter McCoulough, Robert Kennedy, athletes, performers, and many more. defeatthemandatesdc.com
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johnnymars
Joined On 8/29/2015 11:09:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

media.gab.com/system/media_attachments/Zles/095/619/636/original/45de..
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PowerlifterX
Joined On 3/28/2016 10:16:43 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Does NAC go bad - I have an open one that is dated with an expiration date of 12/2020. It has been well stored. I just did not know if it

was safe (so to speak) as many times expiration dates are not critical.
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MannaFood
Joined On 9/7/2011 7:22:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I also had a bottle of NAC that was expired by a couple of years.  I think that date has more to do with e_cacy than anything.

 What I did was get another bottle of NAC and I alternated taking them each day until the older bottle was gone.  That way I still

got my NAC if the old bottle was too weak to beneZt me. I'm not giving advice or telling anyone what to do, but that's what I did.
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lamataglocox.net
Joined On 12/27/2021 10:20:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here comes another lock down folks, beware!! the mainstream media is losing ground, stop watching. Don't get distracted meditate,

take your supplements connect with Source, we are on the right side of history.
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RegAdams
Joined On 12/6/2021 3:36:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is time to bring back President Trump to help us thru this "crisis" that is made up by the demoncrats.  They stole the election, and they

are now making up a new plandemic to scare people all over again.  No mask, no vax, I am a free man and will not be told how I am to

live my life by communists.
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Retsbew
Joined On 7/26/2009 1:31:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

RegAdams, please don't support Trump because he is in favour of the "vaccines."  He is not what he appears to be.  (I am former

supporter of his).
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andiroadrunner
Joined On 1/24/2012 6:19:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is irrefutable that Republican President Trump signed the Emergency Use Authorization into action, causing  1) the Pandemic

to be legitimized,  2) Medical Countermeasure jabs And  3) EUA-only authorized Tests to fuel the narrative. These things paved

the road and are driving the bus we are riding. They continue to pave further things like "infrastructure"; perhaps check out those

details of their future plans.  This is much bigger than which political side is supported by whom; it seems leaders of all

countries are in lockstep no matter what side they were on.

The entire system needs to be seen with a fresh light of integrity; top priority seems to me to focus on all that are currently

involved (politicians, legal, justice, media, health authorities, economists, etc.) to turn the bus around.   Holding accountable

every sitting authority to stop the madness, via action to stop the continuance of EUA, is where it would seem our energy would

best be spent now.   And, I feel that praying spiritually, whatever your denomination, for the souls and spirit of humans to prevail,

raises the Zeld of consciousness for the quantum physics Zeld to allow potentialities to change the route.
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Stephjask
Joined On 10/23/2015 8:00:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Unfortunately Trump was, and is a big supporter of the jabs.
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree with Retsbew.  For context, consider the game of Chess.  Would you approach it as being the "Chess Player" or being the

"Chess Piece?"  I consider Trump the lesser of two evils, but he played the game.  His "Operation Warp Speed" (who was behind

that?), big funder of the Military Industrial Complex, big spender, approved drone strikes, etc.   I liked his battle with "fake news",

but with caution as Trump may be playing a diversionary role for TPTB?  I question everything.  I will not be the "Chess Piece."  I

will not be "played."   "I may be wrong, but I'm never in doubt." - Marshall McLuhan
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Trump may be the lesser evil than Biden, but it would make more sense to support stronger advocates of liberty who also don't

have the same baggage, such as Rand Paul, Johnson, or DeSantis.   Time to move forward, not back.
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Barring any other adverse circumstances, the only way I MIGHT support Trump in the future is if he can LEGALLY topple Biden,

especially after his Zrst half term in o_ce, in accordance with the 22nd Amendment's, Section 1. THAT would be a great

achievement. Otherwise, I'll stick to my 3rd party's ideological party platform convictions. https://www.lp.org/platform/   ~~

 constitution.congress.gov/.../amendment-22
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JackSS
Joined On 6/26/2021 3:25:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Eventually, when the truth about these "vaccines" is widely known, President Trump will be blamed by the media for all of the

deaths in the scamdemic due to Operation Warp Speed with its rush to market these insu_ciently tested injectable poisons.
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johnnymars
Joined On 8/29/2015 11:09:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

TRUMP IS PART OF THE ELITE NWO; HE'S THE CONTROLLED OPPOSITION.  HE WANTED EVERYBODY "VACCINATED" WITH

"WARP SPEED," AND ALEX AZAR AND FAUCI WERE HIS POINT MEN.  THE ONLY MAN THAT COULD HAVE SAVED THIS COUNTRY

WAS DR. RON PAUL.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Andiroadrunner, the WHO called for this Covid-19 pandemic on March 11, 2020, not Donald Trump. No president or country can

declare a pandemic. World Health Leaders/Organizations (WHO) do that. The FDA gave the EUA for the vaccines, not Donald

Trump. They waited until AFTER he lost the election to do so. The NIH (Fauci) is the one most responsible for the creation of

these mRNA jabs (that's their job) because they supply government FUNDING. Fauci has been working on this technology for

more than 20 years. Just like he created (orchestrated) the virus, he created (orchestrated) the jabs. All warp speed did was

throw money at the research that was already being done.

Therapeutics based on mRNA technology were already in use. Moderna and PZzer had already made mRNA based vaccines with

this technology years before this pandemic (SARS1, EBOLA, MERS) and none of them got FDA approval. PZzer CEO, back in

March 2020, said they could have a mRNA vaccine ready in 3 months because all they had to do was "tweak" the one they already

had developed for Sars1. None of them got FDA approval, but they did make vaccines. The current vaccines would have never

been approved except for the pandemic pushing the issue. Lets not forget that Biden was president when the J&J jab got EUA:

www.jnj.com/johnson-johnson-covid-19-vaccine-authorized-by-u-s-fda-for..
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Five Presidents who opposed Covid vaccines have conveniently died, been replaced by pro-vaxxers. Old news but still relevant.

 newsrescue.com/Zve-presidents-who-opposed-covid-vaccines-have-conveni..
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sio6474
Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM
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He backed out of the WHO but continued to donate over a billion.
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This link has Zt to ADE the article: "FUNERAL DIRECTOR MILTON KEYNES BLOWS LID OFF DEATHS" at

www.bitchute.com/.../om3eeudk4e13   Description: Dec 6, 2021 - This is an update from a September interview of Milton Keynes

funeral director, John O’Looney. What he is now seeing, he said, is “an unnaturally high number of deaths due to heart attack,

stroke, aneurysm, and these all are as a direct result of thrombosis, embolisms in the lungs, the legs, various places…” He said

these deaths are well documented by the local coroners and across the country. In the past, O’Looney had seen blood clots very

rarely, but he has now “seen more this year than in the previous fourteen.” He is shocked that the Chief Coroner, to whom he had

written about his concerns over what he was seeing, is not interested in this turn of events.

Link for RegAdams.-- "2 VIEWS ON WHY TRUMP IS PROMOTING THE EXPERIMENTAL COVID-19 INJECTIONS - WHICH VIEW IS

CORRECT?"  --www.bitchute.com/.../xCnmYWhmg26n   Dr. David Martin talks on Trump endorsing the kill shot starts 2 minutes

in.  The military has been softened by the kill shot  The man is all hell.  "Vaccine News: Who Is Allison Coleman? Death Cause -

 What Happened To Her?"  at https/.../    -- celebsaga.com/vaccine-allison-coleman-death-cause   - 7-year old girl shot then dead.

No media coverage. Whatever you do don't get shot. DR. Lee Meritt is the talker on sterilization which now has begun to take -

www.bitchute.com/.../l6MNKNXbsJMX   This is horrorism. Whole families dead and destroyed.  Freedom being another word for

nothing else to lose, The Agenda has done a lot for freedom.
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Freedom's just another word for nothing' left to lose.  Janis Joplin.  https://vimeo.com/528000046  ~ Well I'd trade all my

tomorrows for one single yesterday!  Janis Joplin
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I don't believe there EVER was a new virus now called COVID.  The scare from China was just theater and Faucteeth played it for all it

was worth till they could implement the REAL cause of this.  DNA destruction for DEMONIC means by a phony jab that was suppose to

save ya but didn't.  All who tool the experimental jab had their DNA altered permanently.  Something deeper is going on of an EVIL

nature which we will soon Znd out in the coming months, years.
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I agree about the jab but I have 3 friends (also unjabbed) who came down with SOMETHING similar, starting with one who came

back from LA (to UK) in January 2020.
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When are we going to stop perpetuating the myth of variants? These "variants" are nothing more than computer generated gene

sequences. They have no basis in reality. The previllance of a scariant is based on models. There is no test for Delt or Omicron. The

PCR is not a diagnostic tool. The original virus was never isolated by the Chineses, so all we have is a media promoted scam. As long

as truthers keep pushing science that fosters the narrative of a viral infectious disease we will never come out of this nonsense. No one

has ever proven that SarsCov2 is the cause for Covid19. No one has adequently deZned Covid19. It can be just about any symptom

related to any upper respiratory infection or a hangover! Let's stop the germ theory nonsense already! It only serves Big Pharma and the

Globalists.
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Excerpted from article written by James Lyons-Weiler "Every single person who tests positive via PCR or RAT who has clinical

symptoms or who has been exposed to a conZrmed case of COVID-19 should have a conZrmatory Sanger Sequencing test

conducted to ensure what they have (or had) was truly a SARS-CoV-2 infection. As an added beneZt, unlike PCR or RAT, Sanger

Sequencing can tell us what variant we have (or have had).

There are over 6,000 laboratories around the US that can conduct Sanger Sequencing, and Sin Hang Lee, MD of Millford, CT is

happy to provide the information on the primers he has developed for nested primer target ampliZcation - and for Omicron

detection. Here’s a requisition form that can be used to order the Sanger Sequencing test (I have no Znancial relationship w/Dr.

Lee or Millford Diagnostics). The Law of the Instrument tells us that if you only test for COVID-19, you’ll only Znd COVID-19.

Multiplex respiratory pathogen tests are also used in some places. Please share with doctors and nurses in your area."
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DanMorpheus
Joined On 1/2/2021 11:47:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Have people here read the book, “Contagion Myth” by Sally Fallon and Dr. Cowan? If only Mercola could read this book than some of the

information on this site would change drastically. Basically, the fabrication of these variants is sort of like Znding an imaginary lego

block and then building a hypothetical castle with the lego block. That is how they determine variants based on computer models of

what the dna is. Could mercola please wake up to this information? It’s kind of annoying to read about someone preaching to take

control of your health if he’s not even aware that these variants are imaginary models. The lab leak theory is meant to distract us from

the reality of 5g stress is what causes the body to release extra cellular vesicles.
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esecallum
Joined On 6/10/2020 3:54:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Do you people realize that the ultrasonic transducer from a mist maker or ultrasonic cleaner or a ultrasonic massager if directly applied

immediately via contact to the INJECTION POINT limb can neutralize it in about 30mins?  The liquid is quite fragile and easily damaged.

There is a research paper showing how the spikes fall off the spike protein..this is only for people who dont want it....
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM
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I came home with a headache, runny nose, sneezing and coughing... pulled out my nebulizer and used 3% hydrogen peroxide with

a couple drops of water and held it about 3" from my nose and within one minute I was clear and Zne!
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AaronF
Joined On 11/27/2007 11:13:05 AM
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I take issue with your summary of one of the points shown in your table (next to the last item): I have pasted it below: "The Lancet

Infectious Diseases November 202120 — 26% of patients admitted to hospital with conZrmed severe or critical COVID-19 were “fully

vaccinated;” 46% had a positive COVID test but were asymptomatic, 7% had mild infection and 20% had moderate illness. So, among

those who developed symptoms of infection, the majority ended up with severe or critical illness."

Your last statement just does not match what the Lancet article explained. For clarity, here again is your last statement of the above

paragraph:  "So, among those who developed symptoms of infection, the majority ended up with severe or critical illness." How are the

14 severely ill patients (26% of the 54 fully vaxxed, as stated in the article) "the majority" of those who developed symptoms?? Counting

only 11 patients (moderate illness), 14 (severe illness), and 4 (mild illness), that sums up to 29 patients having symptoms.

Therefore, the 14 with severe illness amounts to only 48% of the fully vaxxed who developed severe illness - not a majority of those fully

vaxxed patients. You would need to have at least over 50% for a majority. I would have preferred to have seen the results of a similar

study modiZed to include a comparison (under the same conditions, not biased by data manipulation) that included mild, moderate,

severe, and asymptomatic illness among the UNvaccinated (unjabbed)! I believe there would have been a big surprise in the context of

the omicron variant.
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esecallum
Joined On 6/10/2020 3:54:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You can get the vaccine to get the passport but disable its harmful effects as below. Copy and share it to everyone. Underground

Students at Stanford University devised 4 ways to disable FORCED/UNWANTED vaccinations. 1) D.I.Y Low voltage method.  Use 2 wet

sponges attached to a 6 volt battery for at least 30 to 60 mins with injection site between the wet sponges. Do it immediately after

injection as soon as possible.  See how to make this with pictures in 5 minutes at:-   https://groups.io/g/germkiller   2) Use medium volt

method by using a tens device/muscle massager on continuous pulses at injection site for at at least 30 to 60 minutes. See video.  

 https://youtu.be/7Sd1HOw_-SE  

3) Use a higher voltage method. Use a mosquito bite zapper at injection site immediately for at least 3 minutes Apply immediately to

injection site and apply at least 3 dozen clicks. See video:-    https://youtu.be/C1nOR8RWVVA    This last method is loosely based on

this method per this website which discusses insect and snake bites and neutralizing toxins. http://venomshock.wikidot.com/   It is

theorized that electric current causes micro electrolysis in the body tuids and free radical/ions can combine with the vaccine and

reduce it's potential to cause harm. It is theorized that high voltages denatures the spike proteins in the vaccine. You can buy the

butterty tens device/massager and mosquito insect zapper on Amazon/Ebay for around $5. Use out of sight of the MEDICAL MAFIA so

you can get your vaccine passport.

USE ANY OR ALL AT YOUR OWN RISK. THIS POST IS FOR INFORMATION ONLY. USE YOUR BRAIN. DO YOU UNDERSTAND? NO

MEDICAL ADVICE OFFERED. Also high dose vitamin D in the range of 50000 i.u. daily plus co-factors starting from 3 weeks before the

jab and continuing for at least 3 weeks after will nullify the harmful side effects of the forced vaccines. This is from

https://vitamindwiki.com/    You may study below to minimize harm from vaccines.
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johnpage
Joined On 9/24/2021 2:40:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is it mot easier to say 'NO' and stand up for your rights and throw the passport in the bin where it belongs
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM
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You're big on that voltage stuff, ey. The theory makes sense but the devil in the details here is in the application. If you wanted to

bump it up a notch you could bring a decade or so old car ( the new ones no longer have spark plug wires) to the jab site and

treat your arm to tens of thousand of volts from a plug wire right there in the parking lot. The strongest ignition coils are almost

like a stun gun. Or perhaps a lucky Znd from a federal resale outlet, an electric chair (but don't forget to modify/reduce the

amperage) for a full body experience might be useful for those stragglers late to address the injection site.

And for the planners who prefer their voltage chemically induced days even weeks prior to a jab, a regimen of a medium strength

oxidizer like ClO2 might be beneZcial. Or use topically with DMSO at the injection site. Be advised that I'm in no position to give

advice and the above should be construed as written by someone (me) who has no idea what they're talking about so do your

own research.
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BicycleBoy
Joined On 6/26/2007 12:32:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The last comment in the Mercola summary is  While the unvaccinated have higher transmission rates, they’re less likely than the

COVID-jabbed to develop problematic infections from Omicron, suggesting Omicron evades “vaccine”-induced immunity If it is true the

unvaccinated have higher transmission rates.  Why would this be true?  Does this make a legal case to get vaccinated?
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If I can repeat what Dr. Malone explained in his 3 hour interview the other day, I might make sense of it for you. If you have

access to that interview that Dr. Mercola posted on his news article Monday, you should watch it. However, this is my

paraphrasing version of what he said. The vaccines/boosters we are getting today are for the original Alpha strain. The virus has

mutated several times since then and this latest Omicron variant has mutated to the point where it easily evades the antibodies

produced by the immune system.

The virus is enough alike the original that the immune system is still producing the same antibodies. With each booster shot you

increase the antibody/immune response to the Alpha variant. This effectively prevents your immune system from ADAPTING to

the new variant! Therefore, the antibodies don't neutralize the new variant. Dr. Malone went on to say that it may be causing ADE

(antibody dependent enhancement). This is the same scenario as I just described except 10 times worse. These same ALPHA

based antibodies that are allowing the Omicron variant to escape may actually be attaching to the virus and enabling it to enter

the cells more easily. Historically, this has happened with EVERY attempt to make a coronavirus or coronavirus-like vaccine.

You have a strong antibody response to the new variants but the antibodies attach themselves to the virus and fail to neutralize

the virus. When this happens your cells no longer can differentiate between the virus and its own antibodies. That's when the

virus enters the cells with no resistance and tricks the immune system. The virus replicates with little to no resistance until it is

too late! Once the immune system Znally kicks it the viral load is so high that it overwhelms the system. You have a cytokine

storm and drown in your own bodily tuids. Ivermectin and Hydroxychloriquine   both can help prevent this. Anyone that got

jabbed has this to look forward to.
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jamNjim
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With that said, it should be easy to see where an unvaccinated person will fair better than a vaccinated person if they get infected

with Omicron or even Delta. Half of the o_ce I work in is out today. All have the latest variant. All of them are vaccinated. Most of

them got the virus the Zrst time around and then got vaccinated for that same virus. That's the WORST thing you can do! That

makes the problems I described before even worse. Now they have all been boosted. All of the boosted people are out sick and

half the single and double jabbed are out sick. No one that is unvaccinated has called in sick the last two weeks. Some have

missed a day of work to get tested due to contact tracing rules, but none of the unvaccinated at my job are getting sick.

I'm only mentioning that fact because it backs up what Dr. Malone is telling/warning everyone. Last, but not least, is children. The

younger they are the better their immune system can adapt to this virus. Because they have had little to no coronavirus infections

their innate immune system (t-cells) does most of the work. The older you are the more coronaviruses you have been infected

with. A 75 year old sees a Covid-19 infection and attacks it as if it is another human strain of coronavirus. This immune response

is deep seeded and is di_cult to change.

So when Sars-Cov-2 inters their system their immune system has a strong antibody response but the antibodies don't neutralize

the virus. They attach to the virus and enable the virus to enter the cells instead. This is ADE. We have no evidence that these

mRNA jabs do anything to the elderly to prevent this or lesson this effect. If anything, it appears that the PZzer jabs make the

problem WORSE! Are biggest 6 week run for Covid-19 deaths was the last 2 weeks of 2020 and the Zrst 4 weeks of 2021. That

was the 6 week rollout of the PZzer jabs at the NURSING HOMES! All the nursing home deaths were labeled as Covid-19 deaths,

not vaccine deaths.
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jamNjim
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Our 2 oldest employees that work in the o_ce both got their tu shot and their booster shot as soon as the FDA approved the

boosters. Since then, both have been hospitalized. One was hospitalized for Covid-19. He didn't require ventilation, but he is still

having problems 2 months after the fact. The other guy has had 2 cardiac events requiring hospitalization and one surgery since

getting his booster. He has no history of heart disease. His brother is a police o_cer and has had 3 PZzer jabs. He had caught

Covid-19 way back in the beginning of the pandemic. With natural immunity and 3 jabs he has had Covid-19 2 more times and

has a total of 3 months in the hospital! To answer your question, no matter how you size these vaccines up, there is no legal case

for getting vaccinated.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

unvaccinated is not equal to covid-recovered! By this time, most of the population has been at least exposed to covid, if not

actually covid-recovered. Clear as mud, right?
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BicycleBoy
Joined On 6/26/2007 12:32:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

After seeing the responses to my concern that unvax are better spreaders then vax as indicated by Dr Mercola. *  It appears it is

only true if the unvax has not acquired natural immunity to that version of the virus. * However vax are only immune to the Alpha

and will have a breakthru with any other version that varies much from Alpha or after a few months. This is a mixed and complex

comparison and I don't think anyone can make that general statement and I am surprised the Dr. Mercola has.
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njnelson828gmail.com
Joined On 9/4/2021 2:22:12 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The article states that "Not a single death has been attributed to it in South Africa, for example, where it was initially detected," and uses

an article from November 21, 2021 - nearly 7 weeks ago (!) - as the reference.  While that might have been true when the reference

article Zrst was published, it no longer is.  What IS true is that multiple South African sources have stated that there have been

remarkably "few deaths."
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

newspapers are owned and propagandize on Pharma's behalf - wake up
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CivilizationHoax
Joined On 3/29/2021 4:04:04 PM
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This article has an incorrect interpretation of SAR (Secondary Attack Rate). It is not about secondary infections in the same person. It

means the rate at which the infection spreads to others in the household. Check the original study.
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njnelson828gmail.com
Joined On 9/4/2021 2:22:12 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This article has a couple of different, easily-checked, factual things wrong with it (SAR interpretation, Omicron deaths in South

Africa).  This is not what I expect from an article posted on mercola.com.
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Joined On 8/5/2021 4:29:24 AM
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Where is it misinterpreted exactly? I don’t mean to be confrontational; I just wanted clariZcation. I was actually going to post (& I

can tell you actually care about the information speciZcally in this article), how likely is it that the reason for the low increased

risk of disease from the delta variant to the omicron variant in the unvaccinated is because they had a higher rate of disease with

the delta variant in the Zrst place?…
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mjnelson - you repeat the media lies - switch off the TV
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